Abstract-The paper presents an indoor testbed evaluation of a multi-hop IEEE 802.15.4e Time Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) sensor network, operating in 2.4 GHz band. First goal of the evaluation is to assess the perspectives of TSCH, as a more reliable version of IEEE 802.15.4, for meter reading applications in a Smart Grid. Secondly, we compare the network performance for two medium access schemes: contention-based and contention-free. We model two automatic meter reading applications, representing regular metering readings and alarm reporting. With this model, we have collected eight measurement data sets for different interference and load conditions. Based on the data sets, link-and end-to-end reliability, and end-to-end delay are analyzed. Our results point out that the delay constraints can be satisfied. However, channel hopping is insufficient for meeting the reliability requirements, and additional mechanisms to couple with high link-layer losses are required.
I. INTRODUCTION Smart grid (SG) is a concept of a new generation power grid, with disruptive enhancements in power production, operation and consumption [1] , [2] . SG energy production is aided with distributed renewable energy, allowing to utilize more efficient and environment friendly power sources. The operation of SG is envisioned to be reliable and resistant to failures, due to high penetration of monitoring devices and the distributed nature of the production. Finally, energy consumption in SG is more intelligent and flexible compared to the legacy grid. It relies on such concepts as dynamic pricing, where the distribution system operator can change the price of the power on the daily or hourly basis, thus, steering the consumption towards less busy hours, and avoiding the peak loads. The key component behind the SG is the communication system, coupling together consumer, producer and operator of the grid.
The part of the SG, which we selected for the consideration in this paper, are the Automatic Meter Readings (AMR) [1] . It can include several applications, such as conventional meter readings or reporting of meter and grid events and alarms. For AMR deployment, there have been many communication architectures proposed, including power-line communication, wired connections, and several wireless [3] , [4] . Many of the proposed architectures assume the usage of Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), either standalone [5] , or as part of a two-tier model, in a combination with cellular networks [6] . WSN have such advantages as ease of deployment, low hardware costs, and highly customizable firmware.
However, current wireless Machine-to-Machine (M2M) applications, and SG among them, are characterized by increasing demands in latency and reliability. This forces the focus shift in wireless standards' development from increasing the maximum data rate to investigating means of delivering the data deterministically on time and with minimum losses. The new focus has been adopted by 5G wireless technology vision in a concept of ultra-low-latency and ultra-high-reliability communication [7] . On the other hand, WSN are inherently unreliable, since they operate in the unlicensed frequency spectrum, and interfere with other wireless technologies [8] .
To address this issue, IEEE 802.15.4 standard for WSN has been recently updated with amendment "e" [9] , defining the time division multiple access (TDMA) based medium access contol (MAC) for deterministic behavior as well as frequency hopping for decreasing the interference effects.
Recent work aims at evaluating performance aspects of 802.15.4e, however, mostly focusing on simulations of single hop scenarios. Among others, simulative assessments of delay and packet loss in a single hop scenario have been done in [9] , [10] . The authors in [9] show that 802.15.4e can keep the worst case packet delay bounded until a certain load in the network is induced. In [10] , two different MAC profiles are compared, with the outcome that time slotted channel hopping (TSCH) is preferable in terms of end-to-end delay for small networks, while deterministic and synchronous multi-channel extension (DSME) is more suitable for large networks (> 30 nodes).
There is however less work on testbed deployments of the 802.15.4e WSN. In [11] , [12] , reliability aspects of TSCH have been examined in a single hop scenario. In contrast to them, we consider a multi hop network, and study both delay and reliability. Although Gonga et. al [13] do not address 802.15.4e directly, it is important to mention it as comprehensive testbed evaluation of WSN. They study frequency hopping and compare its reliability benefits to the adaptive routing solution. Our paper primarily focuses on the delay aspect and compares two different frame configuration scenarios, thus, studying the effects of time slot allocation.
In this paper, we present an indoor testbed evaluation of a multi-hop 802.15.4e WSN deployment in 2.4GHz band. The goal of the evaluation is twofold. Firstly, we aim at assessing the suitability of TSCH as a MAC protocol for AMR. For that, we use an AMR data aggregation setup in an industrial facility or in a campus, with application models of (1) regular metering readings and (2) meter alarm reporting. The second, more general, goal is to evaluate the performance of TSCH with two different MAC operating modes: reserved and shared slots, both using frequency hopping technique. For that, we measure link-and network-level reliability, and end-to-end delay. We consider three different interference scenarios and two network load conditions. The paper is structured as follows. Sec. II introduces the background on protocol stack. Measurement scenario and setup are introduced in Sec. III. Sec. IV describes the observations about the data set and its parameters, and Sec. V illustrates the network operation, reliability and delay measurements. We discuss the suitability of TSCH for AMR in Sec. VI and, finally, conclude with Sec. VII.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we introduce essential background on the protocol stack. It consists of the IEEE 802.15.4 physical layer, 802.15.4e TSCH as medium access layer, and IPv6/6loWPAN as network/adaptation layer. Routing in a network is established via IETF Routing over Low Power Lossy Networks (RPL) [14] . In the following, we are outlining MAC, network, and application layers.
A. MAC layer IEEE 802.15.4e has two main differences to its predecessor 802.15.4. Firstly, it adds time division multiple access to allow determinism in the end-to-end delay: time slots can be reserved for certain nodes in network, hence, avoiding collisions and theoretically improving the reliability. As a second feature, frequency diversity techniques, such as channel hopping, have been introduced to coupe with the inter-technology interference in the 2.4 GHz unlicensed band. The standard defines three profiles, suitable for different applications. Here, we use TSCH profile, as it provided better delay for the small networks [10] . The superframe structure is depicted in Fig. 1a . A superframe is comprised of the two kinds of slots: ADV, reserved for advertising the schedule and absolute slot number (ASN) with beacons, and TX/RX slots for transmitting regular data. The standard does not specify how the slots should be allocated to different nodes. Here, we employ two variations: contention-free with (1) reserved slots, and contention-based with (2) shared slots. Frequency hopping is implemented in the following way. Nodes in a network choose the frequency in a coordinated way, based on the ASN. 802.15.4 channel at the i-th slot is chosen from a hopping sequence HS as:
B. Network layer
For addressing and adaptation we use IPv6/6loWPAN, while the routing is accomplished using RPL. This protocol has been designed with the primary use in low power and lossy network (LLN), and with the application data being sent in a "one-to-many" (broadcast) or a "many-to-one" (convergecast) fashion. Hence, the protocol reduces the network topology to a destination-oriented directed acyclic graph (DAG), where every node is assigned a DAG rank according to its position relative to the destination (aka DAG root. Based on the DAG, network routes are computed in way that optimizes broadcast and convergecast in such network. RPL support link or node properties as cost metrics. The routing tree is constructed hopby-hop, where every node choses the parent node based on the DAG rank (see example in Fig. 3 ). The link cost metric is expected transmission count (ETX) [15] .
C. AMR application model
In order to propagate the characteristics of AMR on to communications, we model two application modes as in [16] : regular periodic and bursty application. The periodic applications creates a dummy message of size L p and sends it to sink with period T P . The bursty application aims to emulate periods of high load in the network, e.g., caused by the meters' or grid alarm reporting in a case of outage. This application has a sleeping phase and the burst phase with durations T S and T B respectively. In the burst phase, the node is sending frequent packets with a short inter-packet interval T BP . The idea behind it is to observe how the network behaves in a situations of sudden overloads. The lengths of all periods are selected according to the network load. We restrict our evaluation to up-link directed traffic, thus, we do not model dynamic pricing and other down-link intensive AMR applications.
III. SETUP
Our setup comprises a total of 13 nodes randomly distributed in a realistic working environment composed by offices and shared facilities. Every node is a Zolertia Z1 device, and runs the same stock firmware OpenWSN from Watteyne et. al [17] implementing the 802.15.4e MAC access scheme. The firmware has been modified in order to implement a schedule that enables designated time slots 1 . The data was collected for two MAC variations and for three background interference scenarios.
Applications. Among the 13 nodes, we distinguish different groups according to the type of application layer that generates the messages. Thus, we have the following groups of nodes with relative range of addresses: node 1 (sink, DAG root), nodes 2-8 with periodic application, nodes 9-11 with bursty application. Also, nodes 12 and 13 do not have own application and only serve as forwarders. We conduct the measurements for two load scenarios: high and low overall load. Traffic parameters are summarized in Table I . Medium access. As mentioned before, the tests were performed for two different TSCH variations: with shared (data sets V-VIII) and reserved slots (data sets I-IV). The superframe structure is the same in both cases (see Fig. 1b ). N = 13 slots are used for transmitting the data, and M = 4 for forwarding the data to the computer. In the reserved case, slots 1-13 are assigned to one of the node respectively. In the shared case, the nodes may send in any slot, thus, the collisions might occur. To resolve a collision, exponential back-off from 2 to 3 (expressed in slot duration t s = 15ms). We further limit the transmission attempts for a given packet to W max = 3. The nodes use the default hopping sequence with 16 channels [17] .
Interference scenarios. The measurements are conducted under three interference scenarios. First two scenarios correspond to weekend (data sets I and V) and week days (II and VI), respectively. Since the office environment has several wireless local area network (WLAN) access points (AP) and clients, it is expected that the weekends and week days might have different interference levels. Additionally, data sets III, IV and VII, VIII were collected with artificially induced high interference level, with two access points on WLAN channels 1 and 5, and three users connected to them. The users' duty cycle has been split into alternating sleeping and active phases with 100s durations. During the active phase, users fully utilize the available bandwidth with UDP applications (created by iperf ).
Deployment. The nodes were deployed unsynchronized in the positions depicted in the map of Fig. 3 . Then, the node with address 1 is connected to the PC via serial port and is programmed as DAG root, enabling synchronization of the network through periodic beaconing. In all the measurements, the DAG root is used as a sink, it receives all the messages and forwards them to the PC for data analysis. In order to collect and analyse data from our scenario, for every packet generated at the application layer of every device, we collect the following information (see Fig. 2 ): source information, ASN of reception time, application sequence number, and per hop information (consisting of transmitter address, transmission frequency, received signal strength indicator (RSSI), and the retransmission counter: number of times that the transmission of the packet was attempted). MAC schemes we performed measurements for induced high interference and high load scenarios, hence, in total, eight data sets have been obtained 2 . All the parameters of the data sets are summarized in Table II . It is shown that every scenario contains similar numbers of total and average generated packets per node, and over different frequency channels. Exceptions to it are the high load measurements: they were performed in a shorter time, hence, less packets generated.
Among different scenarios, the data sets experience differences due to the fluctuating behavior of the wireless channel and, hence, different resulting RPL paths. To exemplify the routes in the network, Fig. 3 presents all the used links between the nodes for data set VII (induced interference). The figure shows the positions of the nodes in the environment. The links between the nodes represent packet transmissions: their color gradient shows relative total number of transmitted packets over that link. The effect of the interference on the link choice is observed. The links 10-5, 11-12, 5-1 (more affected by interferers) are less popular and are partially substituted by the links 10-2, 5-2 for this scenario interference scenario.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section presents the network operation effects we observed, and reliability and delay analysis.
A. Network Effects
Two important network operation effects are observed for all data sets: delivery of duplicated packets (Table II) and outof-order delivery (OOD) (Fig. 4) . The first effect is explained by the fact that MAC resends the packet in the case of a lost acknowledgement, and the receiver does not filter the packet which are already forwarded. The duplication has affected all data sets, and, on average, both applications equally strong. This effect can lead to creating unnecessary load in the network, and, can be mitigated if the nodes will keep track on the already received and forwarded packets. OOD distribution for periodic (labeled as P) and bursty (B) application. Left plot shows dedicated slots scenario, while right -shared slots (see Table II ). Type-P OOD is calculated according to RFC4737.
Second effect, out-of-order delivery, is observed primarily in the dedicated slots medium access (data sets I-IV) and in the high-load shared slots scenario (VIII). It is partly caused by the buffer implementation and by the dynamic topology changes by RPL: some of the packets are forwarded and when the route has changed the next packet may arrive faster. Further investigation points out that the bursty applications result in higher OOD than periodic one. This result suggest that high application layer periodicity can cause problems on OOD. It also suggests, that if the metering application is sensitive to the delivery order, a transport layer protocol should be deployed for reordering (e.g., UDP+RTP).
B. Reliability
We define end-to-end reliability as the ratio of packets successfully received on a DAG root (Packet Delivery Ratio, PDR). A packet is dropped if its reception has been unsuccessful for W max transmissions, or if the buffer is full. We exclude the effect of the buffer by setting the mote to produce an error if the overflow occurs, thus, we observe only the MAC effects against channel state.
First, we observe the effects of interference on the per channel link loss ratio from Fig. 6 . For dedicated slots, link loss ratio is calculated from packets received with the certain number of transmission attempts. If a packet is received after two retransmissions on the same hop, we can deduce the channels on which the packets were lost via the HS. However, this is not possible with shared slots scheme due to the random back-off timer. In order to compensate for this, we collect the number of re-transmissions as packet losses before the successful reception. Then we distributed these on all of the channels since the probability of selecting a channel is uniformly random. On top of these failure, we take additionally into account the success of the channels over which we received a packet, and calculated the packet transmission rate accordingly. The effects of collisions are observed from the difference between the shared and the reserved case in Fig. 6 . The difference between week days and weekends is not clearly distinguishable, while the induced interference effect is more visible. WLAN channel 1 (intercepting with WSN channels 11 -14) is dominant, whereas the effect of interference of WLAN channel 5 (WSN channels 15 -18) is only observable in certain nodes such as 6, 10, and 12. This is related to the placement of the nodes (Sec. III): WLAN channel 1 is interfering with a larger amount of links.
Collisions were expected to be a problem for PDR of the shared slots case. Both MAC schemes use channel hopping, hence, they are similarly resistant to cross-technology interference. However, the measurement results in Fig. 5 show that the there is no significant difference between shared and dedicated slots: PDR is higher for shared slots in the weekend and week day measurements (I,II vs V,VI), but lower in the high interference measurements (III vs VII). The deviation is however below 5%. This suggests that the collision resolution works well for this load scenarios. It is also observed that high load, high interference scenarios IV and VIII record significantly lower PDR.
C. Delay
Throughout this section, we use several metrics to analyze the delay. First, d p is the end-to-end delay for a single packet, as measured. In order to mitigate the routing effect, while comparing different applications, we also use per packet hop delay d hop = d p /n, where n number of hops. Furthermore, to better differentiate sources of the delay, we introduce the following additional metrics: minimum path delay d min , which is the minimum achievable delay on given path; and minimum path delay with retransmissions d retx , which is the minimum achievable delay on a path, given the transmission attempts for every hop on the path:
where t i s-d is the waiting time between reception and transmission slots on the ith hop, e.g., if node 4 receives the packet from 1, it forwards the packet after t s-d = 2 ⇥ tslot = 30ms. Note that the first hop delay depends on the instants of packet generation and sending. Since they are uncorrelated, we use half a superframe length as the average waiting time. For shared slots MAC, instead of t s-d , we use average back-off length in calculations. At the first hop, it might happen that the packet is sent in the same slot as it is generated, hence the 1 in Eqns. (4) and (3):
Using Eqns. (1)- (4), we can now split the delay into lossinduced, i.e., due to retransmissions only, and buffering time, i.e., waiting time in the buffer until other packets are served:
These two delay parameters are coupled: if loss occurs, loss-induced delay, and, hence, average serving time of a packet, will increase, causing in turn longer buffering time. The split is exemplified in Fig. 7 1) Path and hop delay: Fig. 8 represents overall delay for all scenarios. We observe that average delay is an order of magnitude higher for the reserved slots scenarios compared to shared slots, even for the high-load case. This results is expected: with the number of transmissions limited to 3, the maximum link delay for a packet in contention-free access is (13 + 4) ⇥ 15 = 255ms, which is exactly three times less than the maximum serving time in the dedicated slots case (ignoring the buffer impact). Although induced interference measurements record 20% larger load compared to no interference, the highest delay is always in the case of high-load scenario (IV and VIII). While these two trends are well expected, we also notice that the week-day measurements in II has 30% lower delay than weekend data set I, which contradicts to the expectation. Another observation is that for the high-load scenario, outliers have large impact on the Table II ). For readability, no outliers are shown, however, they are considered while calculating mean values (red squares). Left four scenarios are for dedicated slots, right four -shared slots.
average delay, especially for contention-free scheme.
Next, we show the normalized delay d hop in Fig. 8 . It is observed that, except for the high load scenarios, there is no significant difference in delay. However, in the high load scenarios, bursty applications experience up to 2.5 (contentionfree) and 1.2 (contention-based) higher delay.
2) Loss-and buffer-induced delay: Now, we apply the delay analysis to compare the normalized path delay for six data sets (leaving out II and VI for illustrative purposes), and the sets of paths which are common for all data sets (to exclude topology influence). Fig. 10 compares buffering and loss-induced delays for different scenarios. It is observed that the interference scenario influences both the delays, in approximately equal fashion. However, the high load scenario does not influence the loss-induced delay for both medium access schemes. This contradicts to the expectations: shared medium access is known to cause collisions, which in turn should increase the loss-induced delay. The effect can be explained by the fact that (1) medium utilization is still low, and, hence, amount of collisions is also low, and (2) the collision resolution is fast and effective, hence, it mitigated Fig. 9 . Average hop delay distribution for periodic (labeled as P) and bursty (B) application: dedicated slots (above) and shared slots (below), see Table II . the impact on the delay. The last observation from the figure is that the buffering delay is influenced by the load in the network heavier than by the introduction of interference.
3) Delay and reliability correlation: As we show in the previous subsection, delay and reliability are interrelated via the retransmission. Fig. 11 serves to summarize this effect and show the correlation between them. The figure shows average delay for only most used paths selected (in order to filter out the paths with less samples). The delay is shown as an average per path, and the path reliability is calculated from the data in Fig. 6 as R path = n Q i=1 R i , where R i -packet success rate on the hop i. We can see similar correlation for both medium access schemes, but on a different scale: with the decrease in path reliability, average delay and the variation of the delay among different paths increase.
VI. SUITABILITY FOR AMR Finally, in order to estimate how suitable 802.15.4e WSN is for automatic meter reading application, we have to know the Fig. 11 . Correlation between path delay and path reliability for dedicated slots (above), shared slots (below). deadlines and delivery ratio requirements for AMR. There is unfortunately no consensus about this parameters in the literature. Common suggestions for PDR are 0.95 and 0.99, and the required deadline ranges from few hundred milliseconds [1] to several seconds [2] . In Fig. 12 , we provide a comparison for packet ratio (y-axis) achieving given deadlines (x-axis) for all data sets. It is observed that 0.95 PDR is achieved already with 0.5s deadline for the shared access, and only from 10s for the dedicated slots access.
However, this plot does not take into account the reliability results from Subsec. V-B. As we observe from Fig. 5 , the required 0.95 PDR is not achieved in any scenario, although for certain motes in low load scenarios (I-III and V-VII), the requirement is satisfied. This points out that the reliability is the main drawback for WSN deployment in this scenario, and solely the frequency diversity provided by hopping is not sufficient. Additional means for ensuring high packet delivery ratio have to be developed. For example, it can be MAC layer retransmission, or transport protocols, such as TCP or SCTP. However, both of the methods involve a trade-off: they create additional load in the network, thus, also decreasing the reliability and increasing the delay. This trade-off has to be considered while designing the reliability mechanisms for metering data delivery.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a testbed-based performance evaluation of 802.15.4e for an exemplary AMR applications. We have conducted eight sets of measurements in a multi-hop network, for three interference scenarios (weekend, week day and high interference), two medium access variations of TSCH profile (with shared and with dedicated slots), and two load scenarios (high and low). The results show superiority of shared slots MAC compared to dedicated slots for our setup. Despite an increased collision ratio packet level reliability, end-to-end reliability has been shown to be similar for both cases, and the delay is an order of magnitude lower for shared slots. This suggests that, in order to keep delay low for TDMA-based medium access, more efficient, topology-aware means of defining the schedule should be designed.
We further evaluated the applicability of TSCH MAC for AMR applications. The evaluation points out, that the packet delivery ratio does not on average meet the required 0.95, suggesting that better reliability mechanisms have to be deployed.
From the delay perspective, both MAC schemes can meet the deadline of 10s with 95% assurance, while only shared slots MAC meets the 0.5s requirement.
